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The artist+biography 

Manon Verplancke (born in Bruges, Belgium 1997) is a young 
woman of 24 who has been physically busy working with her 
body since she was around 4 starting with gymnastics. Until her 
late teens she kept herself busy with the sport but then made the 
transition towards circus as she finds it liberating to being able to 
do whatever you want. She recently graduated at Codarts 
university for the arts in Holland with a bachelor in circus arts as a 
hand to hand flyer. Next to her main discipline she is currently 
busy with handstands and movement. After graduating she 
started looking for other experiences besides partner acrobatics 
and has decided to create a show that is completely out of her 
comfort zone as she will not be working with her main 
specialization. She is still exploring her style with in the circus arts. 

General info 

Artists: three artists (still in need of a (ring) juggler and modern dancer) 
Duration: 30 to 50 minutes 
Language: none or English 
Audience: 8+ 
Location: indoor/Theatre 
#times: 1 or 2 times a day 
Technique: Circus (handstands&acro) / Juggling (rings) / Dance (modern) / Physical 
theatre / music(1980’s synth & experimental rock) 

Artistic vision 

The style I would like to approach the show with is quite 
choreographically where creating movement is based on research 
with the different specializations and on music as well. The style is 
abstract and contemporary where theatre also plays a role.  



The project/synopsis show 

The show will contain three individuals, including myself with three different backgrounds/
disciplines, which are ring juggling, handstands/acrobatics & modern dance. During this 

performance these three artists will come together learning from each other, incorporating 
the other performers skills with their own and working together finding a common space. 
They go through some sort of different “reality” or “dimension” with a darker atmosphere 

but where there’s also some glitter and shining of lights and happiness passing by making it 
a little bit feeling like you’re in a different world.  

How will they end up? Together or alone?  



Research 

Starting points for the research: 
- Choreographically 
- Music as a starting point 
- Research with the effects from lights 
- Incorporate theatrical parts within those three main factors 

During the creation not all the material will be used and it could be that the research from 
only 1 or 2 starting points will be used at the end.  

Working choreographically; I want to put myself and two more artists together with a 
different background/specialization where they can exchange their skills, researching what 
they can find bringing the three of them together. Finding different tasks and trying out 
ideas made up by the three people involved in the creation. Like this coming to interesting 
& original movement based material. 
Ideas that could be used: 
- Rings: Counter weights with ring in between, using the rings around limbs, guiding with 

rings, Ring juggling where the rings are somehow being passed through a person 
dancing without the dancer “acknowledging” the rings are there, patterns with rolling 
ring(s). 

- Juggler researching dance, dancer researching acro & handstands, acro & handstands 
researching juggling OR Juggling researching acro & handstands, acro & handstands 
researching dance, dance researching juggling. 

- Creating solo’s, duo’s and trio’s. 
- Repetitions of movements where all three disciplines are mixed/used. 
- Etc.. 



Working with a starting point from music; The use of music is also a main factor that I 
want to use to create new interesting research which could fit in. I have some music in 
my head which could fit with the choreographic base of researching.  
I want to incorporate the music which was created by the band of my mom and 
godfather back in the 1980’s when I didn’t even exist. I recently started discovering 
this music and realized it could fit very nice in a contemporary circus show. It’s sounds 
and music which make me get goosebumps and makes me want to move. The genre 
varies from experimental rock to synth wave as it was created in the 1980’s. I have a 
strong connection with this music as it’s family who created it, people who are now in 
their beginning 60’s and me creating something with this, I think would be pretty cool. 
Next to this music I am also open to use already existing music. 

Working with the effect of light; In general the show will be performed inside where 
lights will anyway have a big role in how the research is viewed. Next to this general 
lighting I want to also try to use light in a way where we can put a more in depth focus 
on details, precisely the details of the facial expressions of the performers. Where the 
light is only shining on a face (or faces) and to also research these facial expressions 
on top of the music that I had in mind.  

Working theatrically; When creating the movement based research and the material 
with the details and light I want to be able to have the freedom with the other 
performers and outside eye’s or possible dramaturges to see how the material could 
take shape into a story and become more theatrical. But also with finding theatrical 
material by starting with different games to research. This could be in the form of 
talking, singing, moving, playing, laughing, running, staying silent, different actions… 
anything. 



that came 
out which 
fits best 
within 
the show. 

By the end of the proces using the 
research



The process will decide if there will be a clear storyline or if it is an abstract showing 
where the audience can interpret a storyline for themselves, although I do want to 
strive towards finding a subtle storyline alongside the creation process. The reason 
why I don’t have a vague storyline yet is because don’t want to put pressure during 
the creation of having to go into a certain direction and want to keep the different 
options open. As well as that I am still looking for the two other artist who will join 
me in this creation and I want them to also have an input in their idea of how the 
research could bring a story.  

  Moodboard  

The photos in the moodboard are not mine but from various 
artists, They are only a source of inspiration.



Planning 

Co productions & support

Name: Manon Verplancke 
Website: www.manonski.com 
Email: manonverplancke@outlook.be 
Phone number: +32471500404 

Contact

Januari - April 2022 Search for artists through open call

June 2022 - Oktober 2023 Creation/residencies

Seizoen 2022-2023 Premiere of the show/tour

I would like to ask for support from organizations and residency spaces such 
as perplx(BE), Dommelhof Neerpelt, het klooster Breda, L’attitude, Cirque 
plus festival, TENT Amsterdam, Dynamo(Dk), Mad festival(BE), circuscentrum 
Gent, Miramiro Gent, Eigen kweek, circunstruction(NL),Espace 
Catastrophe(UP) Brussels and more.

Open call criteria 

As this creation is still at the very start of the process I am still in need of 
2 more artists sharing the stage with me; A modern dancer & a 
(ring)juggler or any juggler who is interested in juggling with rings.  

Criteria: 

- Good body awareness 
- Experience with creating (circus) 
- Professional level in modern dance (female) 

OR (ring)juggling (male) 
- Between 20-30 years old 
- Teamplayer 
- Good sense of responsibility

http://www.manonski.com
mailto:manonverplancke@outlook.be

